The Remora
remora smoke and fluid evacuator - smoke and fluid evacuators remora™ the remora™ provides the
surgeon with the ability to simultaneously remove electrocautery smoke and luid from the surgical site. with a
minimalist form, the remora™ preserves the surgeon’s ield of vision and control while operating. additionally,
the removal of luid from the area improves the conductivity of electrosurgical instruments, resulting in remora
remora (common remora or shark sucker) - remora remora typically inhabit warmer oceans where they
can attach to sharks and other large fish, that they form a symbiotic relationship with (unesco, 1989). it is not
viewed as a parasite despite commonly being attached to a host as they inflict no harm, and the host benefits
from this symbiotic relationship (bohlke and chaplin, 1993). ... logitek electronic systems - logitekaudio every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information. however, logitek electronic systems,
i nc. assumes no responsibility for its use, nor any infringement of patents or other rights of third parties,
which would result. remora battery tracker - digitalmatter - remora the remora is a low-profile, rugged 2g
or 3g gps device designed for tracking non-powered assets where super-long battery life is required without
sacrificing the frequency of updates and accuracy performance. features • up to 5 years once daily location
remora: a dynamic self-tuning processor - remora tuning dll external vco top level analog figure 3: custom
layout of the dll. transistors themselves can become a significant source. the design must be tolerant of these
sources of noise and still meet the specifications. the first cell in the dll is the phase detector or phase freremora: sensing resource sharing among smartphone-based ... - remora: sensing resource sharing
among smartphone-based body sensor networks matthew keally1, gang zhou, guoliang xing†, and jianxin wu‡
college of william and mary, †michigan state university, ‡nanyang technological university
{makeal,gzhou}@cs.wm, †glxing@msu, ‡jxwu@ntu abstract—in many body sensor network (bsn) applications,
some aspects of the feeding behavior of remora remora - the remora did not feed when its hosts were
in the wedged posi tion. the parrotfish was deme'rsal while it bore the remora, resting quietly on the bottom
most of the time but occasionally dashing across the tank, rubbing its side against the bottom in an attempt to
dislodge the remora. it appeared that the remora knew this host was a ... theoretical and computational
fluid dynamics of an ... - theoretical and computational ﬂuid dynamics of an attached remora ... remora is
greater than the attachment strength due to frictional and suction attachment forces, the remora will slip off
its host. 2. materials and methods 2.1. specimen preparation for ct scanning and ﬂow tank mechanics of
remora removal by dolphin spinning - the present model of remora detachment is based on two separate
mechanisms acting consecutively. first, during the aerial phase, the centrifugal force produced by the rapid
spinning of the dolphin causes the remora, which is attached to the host’s skin, to be thrown radially outward.
this force acts at the center of mass (cm) of the remora, which using your remora solor2-production remoramarine - remora has been designed to give you options on how you grip and control the machine.
each has benefits and considerations. there are three basic ways: 1-handed, grip around the waist, right or left
handed. 2-handed, grip around the motor housing, right hand… general product catalogue - remora
electrical limited - remora electrical ltd tel 01226 352 000 remora sales@remora fax 01226 360 510
industrial cable gland range the cw gland is designed for steel wire armoured cables for general indoor/outdoor
use where a seal on the outer sheath is required to obtain an ip rating. biomimetics copyright © 2017 a
biorobotic adhesive disc ... - remora disc based on microct data (resolution, 35 m). (inset) closer image of
the lamellae and rows of spinules. scale bars, 10 mm. (c) cad model of the biomimetic remo-ra disc. the
principal elements of the disc were assigned multiple materials represented by different colors. the spinules
have the greatest stiffness (blue), and the mate- remora cranial vein morphology and its functional ... remora adhesion is primarily achieved by friction and suction. frictional force is generated by the small
spinules of the pectinated lamellae (sp, fig. 2) that interact with host surface to ... battery powered gps
tracker - globalbeamtelecom - remora user manual revision 1.5 - 24 may 2016 page 8 of 38 3. assistnow
offline the remora relies on aiding data to improve gps performance, and thereby optimise battery life. fresh
aiding data allows rapid satellite acquisition even in low signal levels. table of contents - fantasea - b.
position the remora flash on top of the flex or ball & joint arm set so that the y-s mount on top of the arm is
aligned with the y-s connector at the bottom of the flash. c. install the screw all the way through the remora
flash and arm. tighten it enough to keep the remora flash in a fixed position. 8. taking photographs with the
remora flash mechanics of remora adhesion - smartech home - mechanics of remora adhesion approved
by: dr. naresh thadhani, advisor school of mechanical engineering georgia institute of technology dr. david hu
school of mechanical engineering georgia institute of technology dr. jason nadler school of material science
engineering georgia institute of technology dr. alexander alexeev present: keenan, koontz, kinser,
lemons, goodwyn, millette ... - remora filed its first action against orr and o.a. on january 21, 2004 seeking,
among various other remedies, that o.a. be dissolved and o.a.’s assets be distributed. the trial court sustained
a demurrer on the first bill of complaint but gave remora leave to amend. remora then filed a first amended
disclaimer - worcester polytechnic institute (wpi) - remora university of southampton - southampton,
england remora is a robot in development by students at the university of southampton. the goal of this
project is to design an autonomous robot, with the ability to function and clean a ship's hull while a ship is in
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motion. remora uses a hydrodynamic shell that allows remora iii rov specifications - phnx-international remora iii ancillary equipment dynacon winch and a-frame system 6,000 m rochester fiber optic umbilical 3 x
single mode optical fibers 3 x power conductors focal three pass slip ring full complement of salvage
equipment lift system and motion compensation system control and work / spares vans offices 9301 largo
drive west 375 hwy. 182 using aerial behavior to predict remora presence in hawai ... - 2007). if the
remora in a horizontal position when the dolphin lands on its broadside, the drag force on the remora will be
parallel to the modified spines decreasing the friction between the disk and the dolphin’s skin causing a
dislodgement of the remora from the dolphin (weihs et al. 2007). remora 6000 rov specifications - phnxinternational - remora 6000 ancillary equipment integrated winch and a-frame system 6,700 m rochester
fiber optic umbilical 3 x single mode optical fibers san diego, ca 92110 3 x power conductors focal three pass
slip ringpearl city full complement of salvage equipment heavy lift system and motion compensation
systemfort lauderdale control and work / spares vans remora operating ca, llc via certified mail
california ... - remora operating ca, llc contact information provided by the california division of oil, gas, and
geothermal resources (doggr) has identified remora operating ca, llc as an operator of oil and gas wells within
either doggr district one or two, or as an operator within multiple doggr districts. remora: a mpi runtime for
composed applications at extreme ... - remora is built on top of the hobbes project [2] which makes
composition possible by provisioning multiple en-claves on a node, each of which consists of a subset of the
node’s hardware and an internalized os and runtime stack. heretofore, hobbes has primarily focused on
provisioning 2018 final directory - fripp island living - 680 remora lane (h) (843) 838-2292 394 parapet
court, mt. pleasant, sc 29464 baker, todd 797 marlin drive (c) (313) 919-3827 tbaker@delotte 1148
devonshire, grosse pointe park, mi 48230 (313) 300-9060 baker, allison 797 marlin drive (c) (313) 300-9060
take43@comcast 1148 devonshire, grosse pointe park, mi 48230 where is private equity investing? - ipaa
- where is private equity investing? ipaa private capital conference february 25, 2010. introduction to remora »
founded in 2007, remora energy is an international e&p company » focused portfolio of assets in the llanos
basin through columbus energy sucursal colombia, our wholly owned -support obligation income
statement/affidavit - -support obligation income statement/affidavit case number in the court of county,
alabama (circuit or district) (name of county) plaintiff v. defendant affidavit i,, being duly sworn upon my oath,
state as follows: (name of affiant) 1. remora battery-powered ip67 easy-install 3g tracking device remora locate non-powered or powered assets for up to 5 years..d easily switch into recovery mode over-theair live tracking or asset recovery the remora is a low-profile, rugged 3g gps device designed for tracking nonpowered assets where super-long battery life is required without sacrificing the frequency of updates and
accuracy performance. remora fish suction pad attachment is enhanced by spinule ... - an increased
friction coefficient between the remora and its host would allow the remora to withstand larger drag forces
induced by host locomotion without slipping. furthermore, because friction is passive, it would be an efficient
means to increase shear resistance without requiring increased effort on the part of the remora. good
buddies - kyrene school district - for example, to match the card with the remora you would need to find a
shark. players must give the card if they have it! 3 – if a person does not make a match, he must draw one
card from the pile and his turn is over. 4 – if the person makes a match, he must say and explain the type of
symbiosis that exists using the fiber optic cable with nano, remora and sea ... - 2 nano, remora and sea
& sea strobes fo 20090618 b) use the tool you have received with your fiber optic cable kit in order to tighten
the screw on the adaptor. tighten it enough to stabilize the fiber optic cable inside the adaptor, but don't
tighten it too strongly. tightening first report of remoras on two killer whales (orcinus orca ... - first
report of remoras on two killer whales (orcinus orca)inthe gulf of california, mexico mercedes guerrero-ruiz and
jorge urbán r. departamento de biología marina, universidad autónoma de baja california sur, ap 19-b, la paz,
baja california sur, méxico, 23081 abstract in diﬀerent parts of the world, there have been a tutorial on
remora a rank-polymorphic programming language - remora is an example of a rank-polymorphic
language, a class of programming languages whose fundamental computational model was invented by
kenneth iverson for the programming language apl and its successor j. in this tutorial, we’ll explore the
elements of this model, see how they are incarnated in remora, little - rice scholarship home - "little fish,
that men call remora" 3 that a number of them can bring a ship to a ~tandstill.~ in a third section, pliny
discusses the echinus or sea urchin, but he nowhere suggests that the echinus can attach itself to a ship,
respiratory systems: ventilation & gas exchange - perfusion of respiratory surfaces the circulatory
system allows oxygen from the respiratory surface to be transported long distances by bulk flow. the
movement of blood through the respiratory surface can effect the holt physics problem 6e - a remora is a
type of fish that uses suckers underneath its head to at-tach itself to other fish, notably sharks (for this reason
it is also called the “sharksucker”). suppose a remora swimming with a velocity of 5.0 m/s to the right attaches
itself to a 150.0 kg shark that is swimming to the left with a speed of 7.00 m/s. woodland hills - science 8 lesson 14 symbiosis wksht - remora and the shark: remora fish are small fish that make their niche by
pickine up sharks leave behind while feeding. the shark makes no attempt to prey on the organism l: 12
helped dharmed anot harmed'not helped 3. spider crab and algae: spider crabs live in shallow areas of the
ocean floor, and remora 6000 rov speciﬁcations - bea - remora 6000 ancillary equipment integrated winch
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and a-frame system with 6,700 m of rochester fiber optic umbilical – three (3) single mode optical fibers and
three (3) power conductors focal slip ring full complement of salvage equipment heavy lift system and motion
compensation system control and work / spares vans remora 6000 rov ... [lirmm-00641618, v1] locomotion
approach of remora: a reon ... - locomotion approach of remora: a reongurable mobile robot for
manufacturing applications hai yang , sebastien krut´ , c edric baradat´ and franc¸ois pierrot industrial
systems unit, tecnalia us. government f«'eral law ¥0hibits remora' of this label ... - f«'eral law ¥0hibits
remora' of this label before consumer purchase. estimated yearly energy cost $512 cost range of similar model
s 212 gallons estimated yearly energy use your cost will depend on your utility rates and use. cost range based
on instantaneous gas similarcapacity estimated energy cost based on national gas cost of $241 ap pogilecological relationships - google sites - 11. refer to the shark and remora relationship in model 2. a. in the
shark and remora relationship, is there a benefit for one of the organisms or for both? b. is either the shark or
the remora harmed by this relationship? c. which other relationship in model 2 is similar to that between the
shark and the remora? 12. good buddies: symbiotic relationships - remora/shark remoras attach
themselves to a shark’s body. they then travel with the shark and feed on the left over scraps from the shark’s
meals. this neither harms nor benefits the shark = (commensalism). cowbird/buffalo as buffalos walk through
grass, insects become active and are seen and eaten by cowbirds. pressurized rescue module system
(prms) - pressurized rescue module system (prms) u.s. navy’s future submarine rescue vehicle jim gibson jim
english oceanworks international corporation #3 - 1225 east keith road north vancouver, bc canada v7j 1j3
abstract the submarine rescue diving recompression system (srdrs) is the u.s. navy’s next generation
submarine rescue system. us. government f«'eral law ¥0hibits remora' of this label ... - f«'eral law
¥0hibits remora' of this label before consumer purchase. annual fuel utilization efficiency least efficient 95.0
most efficient efficiency range of similar model s efficiency based on gas furnaces for tore i information, visit
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